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SAFETY INFORMATION

1. Read and follow all safety, installation, and operation instructions.
2. Use a stud finder to mount the myLIFTER unit to a sturdy ceiling joist.
3. Do not operate the myLIFTER system while hands or other body parts are near the system.
4. Do not use the myLIFTER unit to lift people or animals.
5. Do not stand under the myLIFTER unit.
6. Do not use the myLIFTER system to lift or lower items over people or animals.
7. To lift more than 50 pounds, you must install the included pulley system.

WARNING

Failure to follow these safety instructions may result in property damage, 
serious personal injury, or death.

WARNING
If your myLIFTER cable is tangled, damaged, or bent, STOP using your 
myLIFTER unit IMMEDIATELY. 
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myLIFTER inc.

WARRANTY
VOID IF SEAL

BROKEN

myLIFTER inc.

WARRANTY
VOID IF SEAL

BROKEN

myLIFTER inc.

WARRANTY
VOID IF SEAL

BROKEN

WARNING
myLIFTER cables must be configured vertically. Angled cables can limit 
lifting capacity and cause excessive sideways strain on the myLIFTER unit 
and mounting bracket, resulting in possible property damage, serious per-
sonal injury, or death.

FCC STATEMENT:
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two 
conditions:

1. This device may not cause harmful interference, and

2. This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause 
undesired operation.

CAUTION
To reduce the risk of electric shock or injury, use indoors only.
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RF WARNING STATEMENT:
The device has been evaluated to meet general RF exposure requirement. The device can be used 
in portable exposure condition without restriction.

ABOUT MYLIFTER
The myLIFTER system is designed for home and garage use; it is not to be used in commercial or 
industrial applications.
      The myLIFTER unit is designed to lift 50 pounds straight upward or 100 pounds with the 
included pulley system. If you load the myLIFTER unit with more than 50 pounds without the pul-
ley system or more than 100 pounds with the pulley system, the unit’s weight sensors will prevent 
myLIFTER from lifting the load.The myLIFTER unit also uses an internal brake system that locks the 
spool automatically when the cable is not moving or if the unit loses power.

Warning: Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compli-
ance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital 
device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable pro-
tection against harmful interference in a residential installation.
This equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and 
used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. 
However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this 
equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be deter-
mined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interfer-
ence by one or more of the following measures:
• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is 

connected.
• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
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PARTS IDENTIFIER
Note: You will also need a ladder, stud finder, cordless drill, ½" wrench, Phillips screwdriver, and pencil. All 
hardware pieces on page 9 are to scale. Do not attempt to install the system if parts are damaged or miss-
ing. If any of your parts are damaged or missing, please call 1-909-493-LIFT, or email support@mylifter.com. 

myLIFTER unit (A) 1x AC adapter (I) 1xAC adapter mount (G) 1x

Mounting bracket (B) 1x

Adhesive cable mount (K) 5x
AC power cord (L) 1x

Drill bit (C) 1x

Q
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ck
-r
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 p

in
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) 2
x

Carabiner (M) 2x

Lag screw (D) 2x

Eye screw (J) 1x

Mounting washer (E) 2x AC adapter mount screw (H) 2x
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QUICK START GUIDE
1. Install the myLIFTER unit by following the instructions on pages 11–21 and watching tuto-

rial videos at www.mylifter.com/installation.

2. Download the myLIFTER app to your smart device from either Google Play or the App 
Store.

3. Open the myLIFTER app, and tap Add Devices.

4. Follow the prompts on the screen to add and connect a new myLIFTER unit.

5. Select the desired myLIFTER unit to connect.

6. LIFT!

INSTALLATION

For installation tutorial videos, visit www.mylifter.com/installation.

1 Mounting the Bracket and myLIFTER Unit to the Ceiling
1. Use a stud finder to locate the ceiling joist to which you 

want to mount your myLIFTER (Figure 1.1). Ensure that your 
myLIFTER unit is positioned so that the AC adapter (I) can 
reach an outlet or other power supply.

WARNING
Failure to mount the mounting bracket and myLIFTER 
unit to a secure ceiling joist or rafter may result in 
property damage, serious personal injury, or death.

Figure 1.1
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2. Consider which way you want your lifted item and myLIFTER 
unit to face, and mount the bracket accordingly. Refer to Fig-
ures 1.2a and 1.2b for correct mounting configurations.

3. Place the mounting bracket (B) on the joist. With a pencil, 
mark an X where you want the two holes to mount your 
myLIFTER unit (Figure 1.3).

The middle hole in the mounting bracket will not be 
used. The other two sets of holes allow the bracket 
to be placed either parallel or perpendicular to a joist.

NOTE

Figure 1.2a

Figure 1.2b

4. With the drill and drill bit (C), drill a pilot hole into the joist at 
least 3 inches deep on the marked Xs (Figure 1.4). The pilot 
hole should drill through the sheetrock and into the wood 
ceiling joist.

5. Slide the mounting washers (E) over the lag screws (D). Line 
up the mounting bracket (B) with the drilled holes, and insert 
the lag screws into the pilot holes. 

Figure 1.4

Figure 1.3

WARNING
Inserting lag screws into a ceiling joist without first 
drilling pilot holes may split the wood and result in 
property damage, serious personal injury, or death.
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6. Tighten the screws with a ½" wrench until the bracket is snug 
against the ceiling (Figure 1.5).

7. As you turn the wrench, you should feel resistance. If the lag 
screw turns freely, your pilot hole is not in the ceiling joist and 
must be repositioned on a secure portion of the joist. 

8. Align the myLIFTER unit with the mounting bracket, and 
insert the two quick-release pins (F) through the myLIFTER 
unit and mounting bracket (Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.5

Figure 1.6

WARNING
DO NOT use an impact driver to insert lag screws 
into the ceiling joist. The impact will overtighten the 
screws—causing them to fail—and may result in prop-
erty damage, serious personal injury, or death.

2 Installing the AC Adapter Mount
1. Locate a place on the ceiling or wall for the AC adapter mount 

(G). Ensure that the AC power cord (L) that plugs into the bot-
tom of the AC adapter (I) will be able to reach an outlet or other 
power supply.

2. Make a mark at the top of each of the bracket’s two key slot 
holes (Figure 2.1).

3. Remove the bracket from the wall or ceiling, and with a Phil-
lips screwdriver, twist the AC adapter mount screws (H) in 
about 1/2 inch deep over the marked holes.

4. Place the mount’s large holes over the screws and slide the 
bracket downward until it locks in place inside the smaller 
holes (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.1

Figure 2.2
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5. Tighten the screws until the mount is snug against the wall or 
ceiling.

3 Installing the AC Adapter
1. Insert the AC adapter (I) into the AC adapter mount (G) with 

the two-pronged hole on the bottom and the indicator light on 
the top.

2. Insert the AC power cord (L) into the AC adapter’s two-
pronged hole (Figure 3.1) and plug the other end of the cord 
into an outlet or other power supply.

3. Connect the AC adapter's (I) cord to the myLIFTER unit (Figure 
3.2).

Figure 3.1

4. Starting at the myLIFTER unit and working toward the AC 
adapter, place adhesive cable mounts (K) 3–4 feet apart, form-
ing a path along the ceiling and wall to the AC adapter. Then, 
insert the cable into the adhesive cable mounts.

5. If you have extra length from the AC power cord (L) or AC adapter (I), wrap it around the AC 
adapter mount’s (G) molded-in cable holders (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3

CAUTION
Failure to adhere cables to the wall and ceiling may 
result in property damage or personal injury.

Figure 3.2
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4 Installing the Pulley System for Lifting 100 Pounds

1. Use a stud finder to locate the ceiling joist to which you want to mount your eye screw (J), 
and use a pencil to mark an X where you want to insert the screw.

2. Ensure that your eye screw is placed appropriately for the item you will be lifting. Cables 
must be parallel to allow full lifting capacity and to prevent strain on the myLIFTER unit. 
Refer to page 6 for correct and incorrect eye screw placements.

3. Using the drill and drill bit (C), drill a pilot hole into the ceiling joist at least 3 inches deep on 
the marked X.

To lift more than 50 pounds, you must install the 
eye screw and pulley system.

NOTE

WARNING
Failure to insert the eye screw (J) into a secure ceiling 
joist or rafter may result in property damage, serious 
personal injury, or death.

4. Insert the eye screw (J) into the ceiling joist, using a screw-
driver to tighten (Figure 4.1).

If your unit is mounted parallel to the joist, the eye 
screw must be placed on the same side as the unit's 
input power plug (Figure 4.2a). This prevents the fully 
raised cable from contacting the myLIFTER unit and 
causing cable damage.

CAUTION

Figure 4.2a

Figure 4.1

Eye screw (J)
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5. Assemble the lifting hooks, hook bolts, hook washers, and 
hook nuts to the pulley block as shown in Figure 4.3.*

6. Cut the zip tie holding the cable on your myLIFTER unit. 
Route the cable through the pulley block and attach the cara-
biner (M) to the end of the myLIFTER cable. 

Figure 4.3

Figure 4.2b

If your unit is mounted perpendicular to the joist, 
the eye screw must be placed on the same side as 
the opening in the cable guide (the side where the 
cable hangs when it is fully coiled) (Figure 4.2b). This 
prevents the fully raised cable from contacting the 
myLIFTER unit and causing cable damage.

CAUTION

Eye screw (J)

*These parts are included with the base kit and bike kit. This step may not be 
necessary if you have purchased a kayak kit or hardtop kit.

7. Clip the carabiner to the mounted eye screw (J).

5 Pairing Your myLIFTER Unit with Your iOS or Android Device
1. Download the myLIFTER app to your smart device from either 

Google Play or the App Store.

2. The indicator light on your myLIFTER unit should be a slow 
blinking yellow, indicating that the unit is idle. Open the app, 
and tap the Add New button in the bottom right corner. 
The number in parentheses indicates the number of nearby 
detected myLIFTER units (Figure 5.1).

3. A dialog box will appear and tell you to press the PAIR button 
on your myLIFTER unit. Tap OK. Your myLIFTER unit's indicator 
light should change to a faster blinking yellow.

Figure 5.1
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4. Press the PAIR button on your myLIFTER unit (Figure 5.2). The 
indicator light should change to a blinking green, ending with a 
fast green-blink sequence that confirms the pairing.

5. The icon next to the lifter listed on your app should change 
from a gray outline to a filled-in image of a myLIFTER unit 
(Figure 5.3). This filled-in icon indicates that your lifter is 
paired with your smart device.

6. Repeat this pairing process for other myLIFTER units if you 
have installed more than one unit. Figure 5.3

Figure 5.2

Standing on a ladder while operating your myLIFTER 
or smart device may cause property damage or seri-
ous personal injury.

CAUTION

6 Editing and Deleting myLIFTER Units
1. To change the name of your lifter, return to the myLIFTER app's main screen by tapping the 

back arrow in the top left corner, and then tap Edit in the top right corner. 

a. For Android users, tap the pencil icon, type the new name for your myLIFTER 
unit, and tap Submit.

b. For iOS users, tap the myLIFTER unit you want to rename, type the new name, 
and select Save.

2. To remove a myLIFTER unit from your smart device, return to the myLIFTER app's main 
screen, and tap Edit in the top right corner.

a. For Android users, tap the trash can icon, and tap Yes when the dialog box 
appears.

b. For iOS users, tap the minus icon and then Delete.
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7 Using the App to Lift Loads
1. Once your myLIFTER unit has been paired with your smart device, return to the myLIFTER 

app's main screen, and tap on the name of the myLIFTER you want to use. Figure 7.1 illus-
trates the different lifting functions and capabilities on the app’s control screen.

WARNING
Do not stand under the myLIFTER unit while it is 
being operated. Keep hands and other body parts 
away from the lifter's moving parts.

Figure 7.1

Tap these buttons to lift and 
lower your items to your 

preset high and low points.

As you lift items, 
this bar indicates the 
percentage of weight 
your unit is carrying in 
relation to its capacity. 
The more full the bar, 
the closer you are to 
your weight limit.

Use these buttons 
to program where 
you want to set 
your Smart Lift 
and Smart Lower 
points.

SMART LIFT OR LOWER
SET HIGH OR LOW

WEIGHT GAUGE

Hold down this circle, 
and slide up or down to 
control the speed that 
your unit lifts and lowers 
items.

VARIABLE SPEED 
CONTROLLER

Press and hold these 
arrows to manually 
lift or lower items at 
full speed.

MANUAL LIFT OR 
LOWER ARROWS
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2. To manually lift and lower items, hold down either the manual 
lift or the manual lower arrow.

3. To control the speed of your lifting and lowering, hold down the variable speed  
controller; slide the circle upward to control the speed of lifting (Figure 7.2), and slide the 
circle downward to control the speed of lowering.

4. To set a preferred low or high point, use the manual lift and lower arrows to reach your 

Figure 7.2

NOTE
If your myLIFTER is loaded beyond its capacity (more 
than 50 pounds without a pulley or more than 100 
pounds with a pulley), myLIFTER automatically stops 
and will not lift the load. A dialog box will ask you 
to check for obstructions or to remove weight to 
continue.

desired point. Tap the SET LOW or SET HIGH button, and click Set when the dialog box 
appears.

5. To access your preset low or high point, tap the SMART LOWER or SMART LIFT button. 
The lifter will lift or lower until it reaches your preset position.

6. To clear your preferred low or high point, tap SET LOW or SET HIGH and tap Clear when 
the dialog box appears.

NOTE
During a Smart Lift or Smart Lower, the manual lift 
and lower arrows and variable speed controller are 
replaced with a STOP button. If you need to stop a 
Smart Lift or Smart Lower, tap the STOP button.
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8 Creating a Locked Group
1. Create a locked group if you are lifting an item that requires 

multiple myLIFTER units moving synchronously, such as a 
lifting platform or vehicle hardtop. For more information on 
groups, refer to Section 9, or tap Help me decide at the bot-
tom of the Create Group screen (Figure 8.1).

2. Ensure that all myLIFTER units you want to group in a locked 
group are paired with your smart device, as explained in Sec-
tion 5. Figure 8.1

NOTE
If you try to lift or lower beyond your preset points, 
a dialog box will appear, asking if you want your lifter 
to move beyond the set point.

Figure 8.2

3. Navigate to your myLIFTER app’s home screen. Tap Create 
Group in the bottom left corner, and then tap Locked Group.

4. Type a name in the Group Name field, and select the devices 
you want to group together. A check mark will appear next to 
the devices you’ve selected. (Figure 8.2).

5. Tap Save to create the group.

6. Your group now appears on the app's home screen. Select 
your new group to bring up the control screen. All of the 
myLIFTER units in the locked group are displayed at the bot-
tom of the control screen (Figure 8.3).

7. From the control screen, tap the dotted icon in the top right 
corner, and then tap Calibrate.

Figure 8.3
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8. On the calibration screen, select individual lifters, and use the controls to lift or lower them 
to their desired points. Once all lifters in the group are positioned at their desired points, tap 
Set Reference.

NOTE
If you reset the calibration on your locked group, any 
preset high or low points will automatically be cleared.

NOTE
To lift or lower a locked group, it must be calibrated. 
Calibrating sets the relationships between each lifter 
in the group to ensure the group lifts the item (such 
as a hardtop) evenly. 

9. To add a myLIFTER unit to a locked group, navigate to the home screen, and tap Edit in the 
top right corner. Tap the pencil icon next to your group. Select the myLIFTER unit or units 
you want to add to the group, and select Save in the bottom right corner.

10. To delete a locked group, navigate to the home screen, and tap Edit in the top right corner. 
Tap the pencil icon next to your group. Tap the trash can icon in the top right corner, and 
select Yes when the dialog box appears.

9 Creating a Flex Group
1. Create a flex group if you are lifting and lowering items that you may want to move either at 

the same time or individually. This may include a bicycle that you want to sometimes lower 
individually and other times lower together with other bicycles. For more information on 
groups, refer to Section 8, or tap Help me decide on the Create Group screen.

2. Ensure that all myLIFTER units you want to group in a flex group are paired with your smart 
device, as explained in Section 5.
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3. Navigate to the app’s home screen. Tap Create Group in the bottom left corner, and then 
tap Flex Group.

4. Type a name in the Group Name field, and select the devices you want to group together. A 
check mark will appear next to the devices you’ve selected.

5. Tap Save to create the group.

6. The myLIFTERS in your flex group now appear on the home 
screen both as a group and as individual lifters. Under the 
heading “Groups,” select your group to lift or lower all items 
within the group. Under the heading “Individual,” select an 
individual lifter to operate only that unit (Figure 9.1).

7. To add a myLIFTER unit to a flex group, navigate to the home 
screen, and tap Edit in the top right corner. Tap the pencil 
icon next to your group. Select the myLIFTER unit or units you 
want to add to the group, and select Save.

Figure 9.1

8. To delete a flex group, navigate to the home screen, and tap Edit in the top right corner. Tap 
the pencil icon next to your group. Tap the trash can icon in the top right corner, and select 
Yes when the dialog box appears.
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LIMITED WARRANTY

Limited Three-Year Warranty on Hardware
MyLifter offers a limited three-year warranty on the hardware components of its lift system. If a 
defect in the hardware, or any component thereof, appears at any time during the first three years 
after purchase, MyLifter will repair or replace (at its option) the system or the defective component 
at no cost to you beyond the cost of shipping the defective item to us.

Who Makes This Warranty
This warranty is made by  
MyLifter, Inc. 
P.O. Box 50180
Provo, Utah 84605 

Who Is Covered
This warranty extends only to the original purchaser of the product. This warranty is intended for 
natural persons only and does not extend to any corporation, limited liability company, or commer-
cial entity.

What Is Covered
The limited three-year warranty on hardware covers manufacturing defects and includes parts, 
labor, and the cost of shipping the repaired (or replacement) product from MyLifter to you. The 
warranty does not cover installation of repaired or replacement items. If we send replacement 
parts, we may use new or reconditioned parts. If we send a replacement unit, we may use a new or 
reconditioned unit.

Where and How to Obtain Warranty Service
You can obtain warranty service from MyLifter at the address indicated below. It is your responsi-
bility to deliver or ship the defective product to us at your expense, together with a copy of your 
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receipt showing date of purchase and a description of the claimed defect, prior to the expiration 
of the warranty period. To obtain information regarding this warranty, you may contact us by mail, 
e-mail, or phone:

MyLifter, Inc.      Customer Support
2365 Mountain Vista ln. #5    support@mylifter.com
Provo, Utah 84606 
       1-909-493-5438

Exceptions and Exclusions
This warranty does not include damage or defects resulting from misuse, accident, failure to main-
tain, or any other causes following your purchase of the product.

Use of the myLIFTER lift system with any other system or components (including affixing non-
MyLifter attachments or accessories) voids this warranty. Failure to follow the owner’s manual in 
installation or use of the myLIFTER lift system voids the warranty. Unauthorized repair or modifica-
tion voids the warranty.

The myLIFTER lift system is intended for personal, indoor, home use. MyLifter does not warrant its 
lift system for commercial use, and any such use voids the warranty.

TO THE GREATEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF AND 
EXCLUDES ALL OTHER WARRANTIES NOT EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN, WHETHER 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT-
ABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

Limitation of Liability
THE SOLE REMEDIES AFFORDED UNDER THIS WARRANTY ARE REPAIR, REPLACEMENT, 
OR, IF REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT IS NOT COMMERCIALLY PRACTICABLE OR CANNOT BE 
TIMELY MADE, A REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE LIABILITY OF 
MYLIFTER RELATED TO ANY PRODUCT EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT.

YOUR USE OF MYLIFTER PRODUCTS IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK. MYLIFTER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE 
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR INCIDENTAL 
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DAMAGES ARISING FROM OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF ANY MYLIFTER PROD-
UCT. (SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY 
TO YOU.)

Other Legal Rights
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from 
state to state.


